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DFCIC—Where science
meets the art of beauty
Author_Dr Dobrina Mollova, UAE

_The third Dental-Facial Cosmetic International Conference (DFCIC), which took place
at the Jumeirah Beach Hotel in Dubai from 28 to
29 October 2011, was a great success, achieving
record attendance and further establishing its
status as the dental industry’s leading international conference.
More than 700 participants and 105 industry
representatives from 29 countries gathered in the
business hub on the Persian Gulf. Participants had
the chance to feel out the latest opinions and
trends, and received first-hand insights from the
industry. There was also plenty of opportunity to
share experiences with colleagues, make new and
strengthen existing relationships, and hone ideas
and knowledge.
The international event brought together
world-renowned experts, speakers and specialists in the various fields of dental and facial cosmetics from the Middle East, Europe and the US.
The conference featured an exciting programme
of six pre- and post-conference workshops designed to provide participants with practical
knowledge. The range of sessions allowed atten-
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dees to focus on their specific areas of interest
and expertise.
We would like to thank our sponsors—Sirona,
Ivoclar Vivadent, 3M ESPE, VITA, Noble Medical
Equipment, Heraeus Kulzer, KaVo, Pharmapal,
SMS Medical and Dental Supplies, GSK, Philips
Sonicare, Al Mazroui Medical & Chemical Supplies, to name a few—for their invaluable support!
Next year’s conference will be held from 9 to
10 November 2012._
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Welcome to the 45th Scandinavian Dental Fair
The leading annual dental fair in Scandinavia

The 45th SCANDEFA invites you to exquisitely meet the Scandinavian dental market and
sales partners from all over the world in springtime in wonderful Copenhagen
SCANDEFA 2012

Exhibit at Scandefa

Is organized by Bella Center
and is being held in conjunction
with the Annual Scientiﬁc
Meeting, organized by the
Danish Dental Association
(www.tandlaegeforeningen.dk).

Book online at www.scandefa.dk
Sales and Project Manager, Christian Olrik
col@bellacenter.dk, T +45 32 47 21 25

175 exhibitors and 11.422
visitors participated at
SCANDEFA 2011 on 14,220 m2
of exhibition space.

Travel information
Bella Center is located just a 10 minute taxi drive from Copenhagen
Airport. A regional train runs from the airport to Orestad Station,
only 15 minutes drive.

Check in at Bella Center’s newly built hotel
Bella Sky Comwell is Scandinavia’s largest design hotel.
The hotel is an integral part of Bella Center and has direct
access to Scandefa. Book your stay on www.bellasky.dk
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